
TRIBUTE – JULY 2019  

 

Victoria, B.C. - At the recent 94Forward Board meeting and AGM the 

Board accepted the resignation of long serving Director Robin Dyke, 

the word used was ‘reluctantly’. 

 

Robin’s connection with 94Forward (PacificSport) began prior to 2005 

when he volunteered to assist in shaping the future direction of the 

National Rugby Centre and Pacific Pride Rugby Program.  Robin even 

acted as manager for the Pride’s tour to Quebec and Ontario. 

 

Over the following years Robin would provide valuable service and leverage his extensive strategic 

planning experience, in close concert with former 94Forward Board member Wayne Widdis, helping 

PacificSport BC Society and PISE shape their strategic directions. 

 

After years of supportive effort, Robin formally joined the Board in 2008 and was a key contributor 

to managing the 2012 transition from the original two society model from 1994 into today’s model. 

 

Since 2012, Robin’s focus has been the society’s rebranding to 94Forward and the crafting of 

‘Mission 2021’ that guides all operations of the organization. 

 

Over the years the organization has benefited from Robin’s extensive international business 

experience, his expertise in strategic planning, and his strong ties to the Business School at the 

University of Victoria. 

 

94Forward Board Chair Chris Trumpy offered the following, “Robin was the driving force behind 

our shift in strategy and ensured that we held ourselves to the same high standards we expect of our 

sport partners. We valued his contribution and he will be missed.” 

 

Robin is stepping down to pursue his next passion project – life as a poet, which raised a few 

eyebrows around the board table… 

 

The lobby of the 94Forward offices includes a dedication to the 10,000 volunteers from the XV 

Commonwealth Games, without whom this legacy would not exist.  Robin is one of those 10,000 

volunteers serving as a venue chair during the Games.  If you know Robin or have the chance to meet 

him you will know he is really one in a million. 

 

Go far and fast old friend. 

 

PS – Robin will be called upon annually to participate in the Mission progress evaluation and review. 


